Affirmative Action Program

Colleges examine policies toward women

by Rosalind Red

Editor's note: This article was researched and written at the end of spring quarter.

It may be hard for some colleges and universities to accept, but there is today, some of the grossest discrimination against women to be found within the walls of those very institutions, supposed bastions of liberal ideals, Wooster is no exception.

Thanks to recent actions by the federal government and the growing concourse nationwide over the status of women, colleges and universities are being forced to re-examine their own policies toward women and take action to remedy the inequalities. On the surface little has been altered, but revolutionary changes are in store for the system. First on the agenda is equal education, universally available to all students not so much that they are less likely to be attacked," Officers will not escort students off campus.

Sherman added that men students crossing campus who see girl walking by herself can either offer to walk with her, or watch her from a distance to see that she arrives safely. Women walking alone at night should stay on the lighted sidewalks around campus. Both of the alleged assaults took place at poorly lit spots, one happened in the field behind Severance Aikin.

"Women walking to Andrews should not cross the practice field unless they are escorted at night," stated Sherman. He also said that assaults can happen anywhere. Three years ago, Sherman said, one woman was assaulted in President Drushal's yard.

Escort services provided by security do not operate off campus. If a woman wants to go to the bus station or other off campus destination at night and cannot find a friend to take her, Sherman advises the student to call for help.
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Security escort service could curtail assaults

Women students who have to cross campus at night can use an escort service provided by the Security Department, according to Robert Bornholdt, the chairman of the Security Committee. The service will begin at any time after the second was reported within minutes.

Hazy descriptions given by the two women of their alleged assailants were both treated and released at Hyepia for various injuries.

The second was reported within minutes.

Hazy descriptions given by the two women of their alleged assailants were both treated and released at Hyepia for various injuries.

Counsel elections on Sept 26 for three student members-at-large

The Student-at-Large elections for Campus Council will be held next Wednesday, Sept 26, at dinner in both Lovey and Kittredge. The elections will be for three new student-at-large members who will serve for the next quarter and winter quarter. Petitions will be available at the front desk of Lovey. These cannot be turned into the SGA by 4 p.m. Sept. 25. The students-at-large will also be members of the SGA cabinet. They will participate in the SGA activities, such as General Assembly and the record co-op.

Bob Newman, one of the student-at-large representatives now, commented on his position, "Never in my life have I received such fame. It is a glamorous, active, filled job complete with many fringe benefits. You make wonderful friends with the administration."

The Arthur Miller family has asked the College to announce that the property popularly known as "Miller's Pond" is no longer open to the public. Members of the College community walking or riding bikes in that area face the possibility of being charged with trespassing.

Campus conference may change College

NEWS SERVICES — Possible future direction for The College of Wooster is the subject of an intensive two-day campus conference beginning September 26.

The conference, titled "The Imperatives of the Future: Goals and Values for Wooster," will feature two of the nation's leading figures in education: Dr. Harold Higdon in the afternoon session. Dr. Higdon will lead the keynote session.

Discussion begins at a dinner-meeting in Kittredge Hall. The conference will divide into groups of 20 for the evening discussions on "Values for the College." Each group will have a chairman and recorder.

The groups will reconvene Saturday morning to consider "Goals for the College." The results of the deliberations will be collated and presented by Dr. Drushal before adjournment at noon.
Bon Voyage, Sarah Bohr!

By By Gary Freeman
Back when I went to school they taught us the new math, the new grammar, the new morality or "speed reading". I wonder if you can imagine Sarah Bohr in a classroom teaching speed reading to undergraduates or operation division. Good Lord, Sarah Bohr, all that and steady involvement with the National Organization for Women, registration, classes and then there was the quarter you went to college and for Urban Studies and that semester spent at Miles College and you're off truckin' again.

I can never remember hanging out with Sarah Bohr that I didn't (have to study) (sleep) (hit) (smoke) "a pocket of fun". Just before school began, for example, I would take one of Sarah's "speed books" and gobbled up books like I eat ice cream. This guy read HAVANA in a half hour. With 90% comprehension, even my friends were impressed. Personally, I wouldn't have walked across the street to get into a Sudoku puzzle off the Encyclopaedia Britannica during his lubri- bations. I mean, it's not easy to get (around the guy is smart and good, what he's doing reading HAVANA and HARA- gano I accidentally fell behind in my field, which is religion, or take a few connotations, I was too concerned with other things, I didn't notice and my friends passing me up, and to put the face of truth before the whole matter, I'm incorrigibly poetry, Before I know it I had become the walking anachronism on the campus. I think it a sign of losing his mind.
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Reel World

Maraë: staggering; Moon: Cool Whip

By Bob Hetherington

Movies are sometimes berated for ignoring the truly mature audience. The question of just how mature the audience for film really is, and whether the audience in question is really interested in films as an intellectual visual art may be determined by how many people turn out to see English Royalty Shakespearean Company in Peter Brook's staggering film version of Peter Waless's play, THE PERSECUTION AND AS- SASSINATION OF DON JEAN-Paul Marat as Performed by the Inmates of the Asylum at Marais Under the Direction of the Marquis de Sade. The title expresses the historical footnote that the play is based on, and insofar as it is possible, the film's 18th century

On stage there was much action that you couldn't follow it all. Every time De Sade had an important speech, some talented actor would be busy in a corner of the stage wriiting in madness or pokup the nuns' skirts. On film the selective camera isolates Brook's screeching monsters, with their eyes running and their mouths foaming, and teaches the audience much more about De Sade's philosophy than it was possible, in the play, to get on stage.

In its portrayal of the French Revolution, the thrust of the thesis seems to be that like copulation, and what political theorist most removed from the future of the race (though that is in fact what is at stake), so revolution at its peak becomes for itself, with regard to consequences.

Aside from its considerable intellectual content, MARAT/SADE is visually awesome. The spasmatic movements of the inmates are so exaggerated that they are profoundly unsettling. The camera revels and festers along with them to heighten the emotional

frenzy. There is really no way to relate the intensity and turbulence that this picture generates aside from adding that its very existence makes movies grow several inches in stature and in achievement.

In PAPER MOON Peter Bogdanovich continues to show that ifacor as making movies goes, times have not changed very much. Once again he plunger deep into the past, not a real past that he religiously lapped up as a buffet and now proudly regurgitates as a director. This latest film is full of the 1930's nostalgia - not of the GRAPES OF WRATH sort - but the vintage radio show, NeHi poster, popular song, old cars, nostalgia of Depression Kansas.

The story is of a travellin con artist and an overly precious doll played interchangeably by Tatum O'Neal and her father Ryan, and delightfully jumps back and forth from comic strip to tear jerker. Tatum clearly steals the picture, and if she resembles Shirley Temple only as much as Jane Ford resembles Mary Pickford is irrelevant. Her opportunity to play a mini-Machaveli in exposing a trollop called Trixxie Delight is too good to miss, even if it is too good to be true.

PAPER MOON is well made and thoroughly entertaining. Its photography (in black and white) and the dialogue can hold its own against, say a bowl of Rice Krispies. One wishes however, that the considerable talents of the players would be turned to something more substantial. For all its cotton candy nostalgia PAPER MOON is really nothing more than today's Cool Whip.

COMING ATTRACTIONS: Next week Mateer features a couple of film art's finest: The valetor's CITIZEN KANE and Mike Nichol's THE GRADUATE, What more could you ask for?

Second thoughts

Come and see a new Westminster

During the past two years I have fervently attacked (only with words of course), one of Woos- ter's program houses, Westminster House. I was inclined to use adjectives such as "Introverted Community," "the lone star on the south end," "the peaceful coeds and their mates"; and all of these were used to describe the program and to show the college campus what useless entities existed within its midst. Confession time has come to the foreground presently and I would like to say I have joined this so called religious sanctuary.

Now you are probably wondering what prompted such a change. I am not referring to the after years of offensive maneuvers. Well, I investigated the work of the house a bit more and deduced, very scientifically, that the wood, bricks, plumbing, writing, and nothing but nothing to do with the image of the program house. Obviously enough, the people who lived there made the house, in some people's estimation, take on a religious or florid people atmosphere.

As an integral part of West- minster House 1973-74 I would like to make a few things very explicit. Also, I hope that my estimation is a fair one and one of my fellow community lovers would understand and enjoy.

First of all, Westminster, this year, is not a religious haven for monastic encounters with the spirits in the night. It is a striving community. One of its basic aims of this year is to involve itself in the college community and make itself known as having two very distinct facets to its program. One which involves the campus, and one which brings the community together so that it can work on campus projects. Essentially what this type of Community is described as, is a balance between introversion and extraversion. The balance is a definite part of Community, and I hope no group has called themselves "Dreadful" on either end.

One very interesting item I have encountered in the past has been the laissez-faire policy of foreign students toward Westminster. I myself have never been accused of being a werewolf from biting people who entered my house. I suggest strongly that you try to come and see a new Westminster. We bathe and breathe and converse as other human beings. We have extravasa- tional social gatherings and freshm�ents to calm the savage beast. But this is not what we are all about either. We like to be, on occasions, intellectually stimulated by interesting topics in philosophy, biology, or any various other academic endeavors. This sounds very much like a plan appeal and is an appeal to increase your enjoyment here at Wooster and to increase our own by your academic endeavors. This sounds very much like an appeal and it is, an appeal to increase your enjoyment here at Wooster and to increase ours by your avid participation in our program. Throughout the coming year Westminster will involve itself in a number of projects, in the college community design for growth, socially and intel- lectually.

In conclusion, for those of you who may be freshmen or trans- fer students, Westminster invites you to come to visit us at 904 Beall, (perhaps our new name). All we are is a group of people wanting to meet other groups, Very simple, don't you think? For all those skeptics and pee- simists, nothing will be forced upon you upon entering our doors. You will be not responsi- ble for responsive readings or will you be turned away be- cause you get into reading responsively. Consider well these few words of ancient wis- dom and my best wishes for a good year.

This is a commentary, which by definition is my opinion. It is essentially a column of optimis- tic expectations and criticism and is to be read in such a light. Stanley Perdue

crossword puzzle

Answer to Puzzle No. 109

ACROSS
1. Snag 
2. Capital of Latvia
3. Canoe
6. Tenal language 
12. Total language 
13. Total language
14. Queen by marriage [arch.]
15. Drama: Joe...
16. Dog
17. Sheet with shade and box
21. Comparative suffix
22. Egg
23. Shade of green
25. Finished First
30. Character
32. Range of hearing
34. Catcher in
37. View
38. Booster here
43. Symbol: helmm, drama and
44. Kind of hemp
46. Character hero
48. Race
50. See eagle
51. See eagle
52. Oak/lion bird
55. Red jay
56. Add long ---
57. Attempt

DOWN
1. Footfall
2. Last name
5.二季度 peach dish
6. Kind of paper
7. Affiliate
8. Character
9. Color
10. Plastic budget
11. Youth organization
12. Rose
14. Abbreviation for New
15. Russia
16. All Peanuts
22. Microphone
24. The Doctor is
25. Tarsus, for example
26. Being flat
27. Location of the Lear's
28. Love, Spanish
29. A certain
31. Seafood
32. Fluffboard
33. Steam
34. See Stewart
35. Comic strip
36. Cup, for |
40. The 1930's --
41. Grating
42. Floral suffix
43. Trans in the
46. Character hero
48. Character
49. Name of color
50. See average
51. See average
52. See eagle
53. See eagle
54. See eagle
55. See eagle
56. See eagle
57. Name of color

Answer: "The Doctor is...

Words are:

1. Snag
2. Capital of Latvia
3. Canoe
6. Tenal language 
12. Total language 
13. Total language
14. Queen by marriage [arch.]
15. Drama: Joe...
16. Dog
17. Sheet with shade and box
21. Comparative suffix
22. Egg
23. Shade of green
25. Finished First
30. Character
32. Range of hearing
34. Catcher in
37. View
38. Booster here
43. Symbol: helmm, drama and
44. Kind of hemp
46. Character hero
48. Race
50. See eagle
51. See eagle
52. Oak/lion bird
55. Red jay
56. Add long ---
57. Attempt
**William Stringfellow to reside at Wooster**

by Susan Graf

William Stringfellow, renowned author, attorney, social critic, and theologian, will be residing on campus this month. He will be giving lectures and talks throughout this time and he will be available to any student who wishes to talk with him. Stringfellow was on the defense counsel for the Rev. Phillip Berrigan in the Harrisburg case. He was also indicted for harboring Father Daniel Berrigan, while the priest was a fugitive. The charges were dropped.

Stringfellow also defended the late Bishop James Pike on charges of heresy.

Books written by Stringfellow include *MY PEOPLE IS THE ENEMY*, a book about his experiences as a lawyer in the ghetto, a *SECOND REPORT,* a book on biography, SUSPECT TENDERNESS, a book dealing with the Berrigan trial, and *PIKE AFFAIR,* his most recent book is called *AN ETHIC FOR CHRISTIANS IN A STRANGE LAND.*

**Dr. Stringfellow has also served as a consultant to local and state commissions on human rights in various jurisdictions and was a special deputy attorney general in New York.**

**Any questions about his schedule can be answered by Mrs. Boston at the Westminster Church at 298 or 399.**

**ALIENS IN A STRANGE LAND**

Based on the BOOK OF REVELATIONS, in his attempt to understand America in a Biblical sense.

Dr. Stringfellow, a graduate of Harvard Law School, Bates College and the London School of Economics, is a Guggenheim Fellow and holds several honorary degrees. His work as a lawyer is well known in 53 nations, and he has spoken to the Michigan Judicial Conference, The Americus Association, Law Schools and the National Conference of Social Work.
New swimming pool opens
special activities planned

By Carol Kreykebohm

The 50-year-old swimming pool in Severance has been re-
placed by a million dollar pool and swimming facility located in
the new Physical Education Center.

The pool opened July 5. The pool's facilities are now 95% completed
with the hold-up in construction being the seating installation. The six lane pool is equipped
with a one meter board and a three meter board with a water window, and a video-tape machine to aid in stroke analysis,

Mr. Jim Stauffer, men's swim coach feels the pool is "the best facility in the state bar money there might be bigger but not better." Coach Stauffer hopes the new pool will attract a new spirit for the team which hasn't had a winning season since 1953 when the record was 5-4. Practice
for men will start September 20, and hold meets during the winter quarter. Diving will start at this time also.

Heading the women's swim team is Miss Nan Nichols, Practice
started September 10 for the women with their first meet coming up October. What's dif-
ferent for the women this year?

This will be the first season the women's swim team will be recog-
nized as a varsity sport. Recreation hours for everyone are Monday and Thursday 7-9 and Sunday 2-4 P.M. Of-

ficial dedication day is October 15.

Classes held in the pool during the 1973-74 year are beginning.

HEW requires plan
to hire more women

continued from page one

In the hiring, pay and promotion of female employees,

Preliminary research into WOoster's employment practices with respect to women was begun last year by a committee on faculty women. The committee's find-
ings so far reflect that the College does not have a poor overall record for hiring women; however, it is easy to pinpoint such practices as the "revolv-
ing door pattern" in which women with M.A. degrees tend to remain one to three years at the instructor level before leaving, while men are more often hired as Ph.D.'s.

Moreover, the hiring of women seems to be done on an ad hoc basis and the candidates, not always adequately qualified, do not stay long. As of last fall, there were nine departments whose faculties had no women, but in most cases this lack cannot be claimed to be due to a shortage of available candidates.

Two six-man departments may serve as examples. National statistics show that 25 per cent of all M.S. degrees and 15 per cent of all Ph.D. degrees awarded in the area of speech in 1970 were earned by women. In sociology, 32 per cent of the M.A.'s and 14 per cent of the Ph.D.'s are given to women the same years. Yet in neither of these depart-
ments was there a single female faculty member last year, nor has there been in speech for the past five years. (A female in-
structor joined the department during the summer.)

The committee is studying ways to fully and fairly integrate women into both academic and non-academic aspects of the college community in an attempt to formulate an affirmative action plan (AAP) for Wooster.

Wooster, like most institutions of higher education, is now re-
cruited by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to evaluate its treatment of women and to formulate an AAP. The Higher Education Act of 1972 provides in its Title IX for sex-
ual equality in both employment and education on the college level. The law states that "no person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity reciving federal fi-
nancial assistance."

Since most institutions receive some form of federal assistance, the passage of the Act, with its specific provisions for all areas of education, means that the next few years may see a revolution in American higher education.

For some universities, the Act has already had signifi-
cant repercussions. Rutgers, for example, was one of the first to develop an AAP which included all phases of university policy and practices, from hiring and pay scales to women's studies and child care. In some places Affirmative Action Officers have been employed to implement AAP's.

As of this fall, Wooster has taken no action toward even formulating an AAP. The com-
mittee's research, however, with student and faculty interest and administration support, may serve as a potential starting point for a plan for educational and employment equality for Woos-
ter women.

First Colloquium lecture
Hoover tells how to grow up

Citing examples from books by
Erle Erickson, Kenneth Hoover, assistant professor in the politi-
cal science department, spoke on "Identity-Growing Up Natur-
ally" at the first Freshman Collo-
quium lecture at McVaw Chapel Wednesday.

Hoover noted three stages of growth up of which many should be familiar. Out of a series of seven stages, he cited the first stage of being a child, the fifth stage, adolescence; and the seventh stage of adulthood.

"To grow up in the 50s and 60s was a bit slower," noted Hoover. He noted that youth growing up then were exoosed to a genera-
tion gap with the adults holding different views. The Vietnam war was felt to be none of the country's business, tragedy of the deaths of loved ones was seen, and the government had tampered with constitutional safeguards.

"All institutions need to be humanized and liberate," noted Hoover. He said that all people are social creatures by nature and have a crucial margin of creativity, but their minds are usually occupied with five items: one's work, problems, one's moods—job, money, health, sex, and conscience.

Hoover questioned exactly what identity was during his speech. An identity could be a descrip-
tion of where a person is from but it could also be a descrip-
tion of his physical makeup.

"If a person did not have an identity, his life would be cloud-
ed with many uncertainties," he states. An example given was that if a person woke up in the morning and had no recall of anything before, he would not know what to do.

According to Hoover, identities grow by role playing in relation to others, he said that "as grow-
ning up, one has the chance to try on several different roles with no conviction of staying in the role. He also said that sur-
roundings condition identity.

In citing the book, Johnathan Livingston Seagull, Hoover re-
marked that identities grow out of several different ranges of possibilities and out of the in-
separable past, but people should not play the same game.

The movie "Yellow Submar-
ine" was used to illustrate the point that just using first names avoids people comparing values, that line, Hoover cited the McCarty hearings of the fifties as a case of "patriotic vs. committee sympathizers."

From early infancy to the fifth stage, Hoover said there would be several stages of intervening tumult. The movie "Summer of 42" was cited as seeing changes in male life.

In the later stages, which Hoover said are reached in the late 50s or 60s, the identity of the person has been shaped, and he is in the role. Because identities have changed over the years, Hoover said that parents may not see useful things to their children, and the identities may cause stagnation or generation gaps.

In closing his speech, Hoover quoted four dons and dos in form-
ing an identity. First, the forma-
tion of an identity is 90 per cent unconscious, but some con-
sciousness complicates the iden-
tity; secondly, the ideal consciousness is a set of rela-
tionships of set possessions; third, the skill of learning reality and how to test reality, and fourth, life is always uncertain.

Deadline for applica-
tions for WINTER UR-
BAN QUARTER - OCTOBER 26th. Place-
ments are available in the following cities:
Birmingham, Philadel-
phia, Portland, St. Louis and San Diego. Please see Mr. DAY, Director of Urban Quarters, Andrews Library, Ext. 447.
Harriers hold high hopes

The team with perhaps the best hopes of a conference championship this fall is the cross country team. Seven lettermen have returned to Coach Jim Bea's squad, only one letterman being lost to graduation. But the return of the seven is only the beginning of the good news. The seven returning runners are second only to those of Olympic champion Frank Shorter.

With a small powerhouse up his sleeve, Coach Bea, an assistant professor of French, may have many people wondering who he is. The small powerhouse has had many names and has been heard in Ohio Athletie Conference circles this year, "Wooster Cross Country." With the championship on his home course, Coach Bea has to be confident. But he adds that he has seen "too many unbreakable records riddled by injuries or overconfidence." With the foot's first meet tomorrow at 11:30 A.M. against Ohio Northern and Wright State on the home trails of the LC Boles Memorial Golf Course, the team begins its pursuit of its OAC crown.

Ashland is hockey opener

This year's Field Hockey is "completely different," in the words of Coach Welshhans. The difference begins with Mrs. Chambers, who assumes the helm of the first women's sport of the new school year, her first College coaching position. Teach many years with the disguised one, of course, her team.

The squad numbers an impressive 27, more than half being freshmen. Mrs. Chambers rates these freshmen "better than I ever dreamed." With nine varsity and four junior varsity games scheduled the girls have plenty to work for.

The coach has three objectives, the first two already accomplished. She has a large team and she has built a trust within the team and with her players. Because the team is responsible for what happens on the field, the players will choose the starting lineup. "I can't play for them," the coach emphasizes. With the squad's unification centered on a mutual concern for playing well, she feels her team can accomplish the final objective: winning.

With a young team, this year might be characterized as a building year. But the potential is there for a strong showing. The team opens against a tough Ashland hockey squad at home tomorrow at 11:00 A.M.

All-American golfer back

On a sunny afternoon, you can find Gary Welshhan near he is most comfortable; on the LC Boles Memorial Golf Course. Gary, a 1973 graduate of Wooster, can feel comfortable on any golf course whether it be in Florida, Ohio, or California, because on a good day, he swings with the best. He did in May and again in June.

Last May 7, Gary was low medalist at the Ohio Conference Championships, the entire team returned with a championship, Gary with his own. In June, Gary was one of five Wooster golfers to travel to California for the NCAA National Championships. Neither the team nor Gary won that weekend. He simply returned with a satisfying 14th place finish.

It wasn't until July that Gary realized the consequence of those two weekends. Early that month he received a letter from the NCAA which read in short "Gary Welshhan ... All American." The idea had never crossed anyone's mind; Gary's, Coach Nye's, or his teammates'. For Bob Nye, the NCAA had dropped the second such surprise before him in a single year, a most unique achievement (the other name Tom Kansen for soccer).

Today, Gary still plays golf, but with a little added confidence. He still swings with the best and he and everyone else knows it.

IM kickoffs Monday

Intramural A and B League Football seasons kick off for the fall on Monday with one game scheduled in A-League and two in B-League.

A-League games will be played in Galpin Park beginning at 4:15 P.M. B-League games will be played on the west end of the practice field by Severance Art Studios.

Beginning the A-League season on Monday will be a contest between ESA and Fifth Section. On Tuesday, last year's Football champions and travelling trophy winners Seventh Section will meet Sixth Section.

Wednesday action will see sixth playing First, and Thursday Fifth will play First, winding up first week A-League action with a game on Friday between First and Sixth Sections.

At the end of the season, the top four teams of the league will compete in a playoff for the season trophy. The team with the best record for the regular season will earn high points for the travelling trophy to be awarded in the spring.

B-League action will begin on Monday with Second Douglas playing Wide Open Beavers and Second Section Armitage going against The Birds.

MID-YEAR GRADUATES

IF YOU HAVE HAD ONE YEAR OF PHYSICS AND A YEAR OF MATH THRU INTEGRAL CALCULUS,

Train for the future through the NAVY'S

NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAM

Successful applicants will begin with 19 weeks of OCS followed by six months of practical training on live reactors. Active duty obligation after training is three years. Receive $15,000 bonus if you agree to serve an additional four years.

Nuclear energy is the power source of the future. Through the Navy, you can get in on the ground floor of this fast-expanding field. For further details contact the Navy Officer Information Team on September 27 & 28 from 9 AM to 5 PM in The Student Center.
Soccer prospects favorable

By Jeff Moore

Last Saturday's pre-season round-robin soccer scrimmage, hosted by Wooster, proved to be valuable to both the players and the coaches. In four instead of the usual three matches, as more than one, Wooster got a look at Ashland College and Dönta Universität, two of the Scots' opponents in the upcoming regular season. This will be the first year that Ashland and Wooster will meet on the soccer field while the Scots and Deno- will renew their intense Ohio Conference rivalry.

Coach Bob Nye had the opportunity to look over his team under game conditions. While much of last year's personnel is back again for action, it is, in one respect, a substantially different team. Nye has done a considerable amount of shuffling of players and positions and has come up with what he hopes to be a winning combination.

Junior Rona Waitman who played left halfback last season, has been moved to the linkman, or halfback, spot. Joe Mar, from Cleveland, who has played right wing for the Scots, has been impressive at fullback. In a surprise move, Coach Nye has moved Wooster's ace goalie, Howard Cohen, to right wing, and will depend on Jeff Crosby and Evan Reynolds in the nets.

Adding to the veterans on the squad, are freshmen Bruce Reed from Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, and O'Driscoll from Ireland, and sophomore Chris Ighodola from Lagos, Nigeria, who, along with All-Americans Tom Kazeme who is now with the Malawi, rounds out Wooster's Africa Korps.

The highlight of Saturday's scrimmage was the game between Wooster, last year's Ohio Conference champions, and powerful Cleveland State, voted Ohio's best team for the 1972 season. An exciting game from start to finish, Wooster showed that it could dish it out as well as take it against the very physical G, S. U., eleven.

The boosters are now preparing for the opening of the regular season with a game this coming Saturday in Newark, Ohio, against the Muskingum Muskies.

Nye praised the team's aggressiveness, team play, and defense. Play, but noted a lack of communication during periods of the scrimmage. Evan Reynolds in the goal for the Scots did a fine job of stopping many Cleveland State shots. Tom Kazeme also was a particularly bright spot on the field for Wooster as he rocketed a shot from over thirty yards from the goalmouth. Kazeme's goal plus one by junior sensation Don "Bullet" Macias, was just not enough as Cleveland State scored with 21 seconds remaining to win 3-2.

Craig Leminsky, to terrorize the Cleveland State goalies in last Saturday's scrimmage. This shot failed to score. Cleveland State went on to win, 3-2, the final score coming in the last 21 seconds of play.

Bicycle club sponsors 33-mile country tour

Wheelermen of Wooster will sponsor a 33-mile bicycle tour on Sunday, September 23, to all interested individuals. This will be the club's fourth bicycling event, and we are looking forward to a large turnout.

The tour is intended to be a social and recreational event, which should provide a good opportunity for area cyclists to become acquainted with other individuals who have an interest in the sport. The tour is not a race. Cyclists will be free to set their own pace.

The tour route will be from Wooster to Overton via C-186, north on C-186 along the Kill-buck Valley to C-69, west on C-69, then south on C-128 and C-351 to C-134, west on C-134, down Cedar Run Valley to C-22, C-22 through Overton into Woes-

ter. Starting point for the tour will be the parking lot of Layton Elementary School, Registration will begin 9:00 a.m., followed by a short safety clinic at 11:00, Departure time will be 1:30.

It is recommended that only individuals who are in good physical condition attempt this ride. Participants are encouraged to wear high visibility clothing and/or have a safety flag on their bicycle. Although the tour is open to all ages, it will be required that youth under the age of 21 must bring with them to the tour a waiver of liability signed by a parent or guardian. These waivers may be picked up at the YMCA or the Parks and Recreation Dept., Halden's Schwinn Bicycle in Wooster; Cress Schwinn Bicycle and the Physical Education Building on the College of Wooster campus.

A fee of $25 will be charged to cover the cost of refreshments which will be served at a point midway along the route. There will be a bag lunch following the group which will pick up cyclists who experience mechanical difficulties or become fatigued.

Rain date for the tour is Sunday, September 30. Individuals with questions should contact Bob Gates at 264-2413, Greg Pepper at 345-1335, or Dave Wiles at 264-9795.

The Wheelermen of Wooster is sponsored jointly by the YMCA and the Parks and Recreation Department.

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING

In J. Harry!

One Hour Cleaning

Until 4 p.m. Daily

Shirt Service Included

Wooster's One Hour Cleaner's

1855 Beall-Collins Hill Shopping Center

Next to Sears

Phone: 262-6651

Daily - 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Men's Store - Main Floor

Drummond makes the layered look come true. Superbly tailored 100% Wintuk orion. U-neck in plain earth tone colors, green, wine, clay, tan. These sweaters are styled to go with the beautiful fall shirts. And they are washable. Sizes S-M-L and Xog.
Fighting Scots face tough season; Will constitute challenge for team

By John Hall

The Fighting Scot Football team opens its 1973 season to- morrow against Ohio Northern and immediately a big question mark will get the test. The defensive squad, the strong point of recent years' teams, hit hard up front through graduation and injuries, will have the task of stopping the explosive attack of the Polar Bears. This attack, last season, was the Scots' number two rusher.

Looking briefly past Ohio Northern to what to expect from the rest of the season, things do not look any easier. The next two games, Kenyon here and John Carroll there, are by no means pawns but are undoubtedly the least formidable foes. Then comes Mt. Union off a 1-6 season which was by no means indicative of their team. Mount's resurgence is evident by their victory over Ohio Northern last week.

Then however the schedule becomes a barrier. The Scots play, in a row, Wittenberg, Heidelberg, Capital, and Baldwin-Wallace. All these teams beat Wooster last year and all are as good or better this year. There is nothing to say that the Scots cannot surprise any of these teams, but a conference title would demand at least three such surprises, which, to say the least, is improbable. Anything over a .500 showing this year will be impressive, anything under .50 will not.

Tony Alford pulls a pass in during a practice session.

Coccia House PIZZA

SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLI

764 PITTSBURGH AVENUE — WOOSTER, OHIO

MONDAY, WED., THURS. Phone 262-7136 SUNDAY 5 p.m. - 12 p.m.

5 p.m. - 1 a.m. Friday, Saturday 5 p.m. - 2 a.m. PIZZA CARRY-OUT ONLY

FLAIR TRAVEL CONSULTANTS

346 EAST BOWMAN ST.

For Your Convenience
Just Off the College Campus — For All
Your Travel Inquiries and Needs,
CALL

264-6505

THE BOOK NOOK

201 E. LIBERTY 262-5286

FICTION NONFICTION BIOGRAPHIES CHILDREN'S BOOKS

BEST SELLERS POETRY MUSIC HISTORY BIOGRAPHIES & GRAND OPERA
ART SPORTS AND OTHERS

RARE BIRD HANDLER'S WANTED

The Navy Officer Info Team Will Have A T-34 "Acro- batic" Trainer Aircraft On Campus Next Thursday

The team will be giving free demonstration rides to all men who wish to qualify on the Navy Aviation Aptitude Test - no obligation of course.

You can wear glasses and still fly!

Pilot - 20/20 NFO - 20/200

No matter what your major, if the Navy and Naval Aviation sounds appealing, talk to the Info Team and take a free plane ride. (Freshmen thru seniors may apply)

TALK TO THE TEAM SEPT. 27 & 28 AT THE STUDENT CENTER FROM 9 A.M. TO 5 P.M.